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Deeper Reading
What do you think will happen next in the story? Explain why you think this. 

• Example answer: I think that Peter will get into danger in Mr. McGregor’s 
garden. I think this because his mother warned him not to go there and I 
think it would make a good story if he goes on to escape dangers there. 

Reading Questions: Prompt Sheet

The Tale of Peter Rabbit by Beatrix Potter

Front Cover: What kind of book do you think this is? 
(Fiction/non-fiction.) How do you know?

• Example answer: I think this is a fiction book because 
it says it is a ‘tale’, which means a story. I don’t think 
this is an information book because the cover shows a 
rabbit in a jacket and rabbits don’t wear coats in real life. 

Look at the title and the front cover. Can you predict 
what this book is going to be about? 
• Example answer: I think that the book is about a rabbit 

called Peter Rabbit. I think it will be about an adventurous 
rabbit as he looks like he is running on the cover.  

Blurb: From looking at the blurb and the picture on 
the back, can you say some of the characters that will 
appear in this story?

• I can work out that there is a Mrs. Rabbit, a Mr. McGregor 
and a Peter Rabbit. 

Does the blurb help you to predict what might happen 
in the story?

• Example answer: I can work out that Peter Rabbit 
disobeys his mother and goes into the garden of Mr. 
McGregor and that he meets dangers there. 

Text: p.4 What are the first four words of the story? 
What other stories do you know which start in this way? 
Does this help you to predict what the story may be like?

• The first four words are 'Once upon a time'. These 
words are used in traditional tales. This makes me think 
this book might be similar to a traditional tale in some 
way. Maybe it has good and bad characters and good 
might win over bad.

p.4 Where is this story set?
• Example answer: The family of rabbits live in a sand-bank, 

underneath the root of a very big fir-tree so the setting 
is somewhere where you find trees. Maybe it is a wood.

p.5 Why do you think Mrs. Rabbit tells her children that 
they are not allowed to go into Mr. McGregor’s garden?

• Example answer: I think she tells them not to go there 

because it could be dangerous. 

p.6 Why do you think Mrs. Rabbit reminds the children 
about what happened to their father when he went in 
the garden? Do you think they will listen to the warning?

• Example answer: I think she reminds them of what 
happened to their father because she wants them to 
know how serious it is and to make it clear to them that 
they might not come back if they go there. I think the 
children will listen to the warning because they don’t 
want the same thing to happen to them.

p.7 What does the word ‘mischief’ mean? Can you put 
it into a sentence?

• To get into mischief means to misbehave or get into 
trouble. Example sentence: The children got into 
mischief when they were playing in some mud they 
had been told to keep out of.

p.9-10 What do we know now about the personalities 
of the different rabbits?

• Example answer: We know that Flopsy, Mopsy and 
Cotton-tail are ‘good little bunnies’ and do as they 
have been asked but Peter Rabbit is ‘very naughty’ and 
does not follow the rules. 

p.10 Do you think that Peter thought carefully about 
whether or not he should go into Mr. McGregor’s 
garden? What words tell you this?

• Example answer: I think he didn’t think carefully about 
it at all because the text says that he ‘ran straight 
away’ to the garden.

p.11 Are you surprised that Peter did this? Why or why not?
• Example answer: I am very surprised that Peter did this 

because if his father ended up not surviving his visit to 
the garden, I thought Peter would be worried for this 
own safety there. 

Reading Questions and Answers
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Words with the Suffix -ful
Part A
When we add the suffix -ful to a root word, we can make an adjective.

The new word that is made means that something has the qualities of the root 
word or it is full of that thing.

Example: thank+ful (full of thanks)

1. Can you select the correct -ful word from the word bank to fill the gaps?

Example: Mrs. Rabbit knew that her children would be thankful for the 
currant buns.

a. The rabbits felt very             as they walked out into the sunshine

b. They looked a           sight in their red and blue jackets.

c. Mrs. Rabbit had taught the children which berries were                              .

d. The rabbits usually got on well but now and then, they could be a little  

bit      to one another. 

e. Mrs. Rabbit was a little      that Peter might get up to  

mischief while she was out. 

f. Mrs. Rabbit thought that the children were being                        when 

they said that they would not go into Mr. McGregor’s garden.

Word Bank
thankful truthful  spiteful   colourful   harmful   

forgetful  cheerful  fearful  painful
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g. Mopsy sometimes struggled to remember things. She could be a little 

       .

h. The rabbits picked blackberries carefully as they knew it could 

be                   if a thorn caught their paw.

2. Can you write a sentence which is linked to the story and contains the  
word ‘wonderful’?
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Part B
When we add the suffix -ful to a root word, we can make an adjective.

The new word that is made means that something has the qualities of the root 
word or it is full of that thing.

Example: thank+ful (full of thanks)

Can you write a sentence for each of the words with the suffix –ful below? Try 
to link your sentences to ‘The Tale of Peter Rabbit’.

Example: Mrs. Rabbit knew that her children would be thankful for the 
currant buns. 

1. delightful  

2. helpful  

3. peaceful  

4. stressful  

5. successful  

6. hopeful  

7. joyful  

8. thoughtful  

Can you explain how the root word changes when -ful is added to ‘beauty’? 
Can you think of any other words where this happens when -ful is added?

 

 

 

Challenge Task

Words with the Suffix -ful
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Words with ‘ow’ and ‘ou’
Part A
The /ow/ sound, as in ‘cow’, can be made by using ‘ow’ or ‘ou’.

1. Select the correct word from the box to go with each picture.

Then, try to write a sentence using that word which is linked to  
‘The Tale of Peter Rabbit’. 

Word Bank
flowers      house   owl   down   clouds   shout

Peter Rabbit bent down to eat a carrot.

 

 

ow

cow

ou

pound

Example:

 

down

a.
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b.

c.

d.

e.

2. Can you think of any more words with the /ow/ sound?

 

 

 

 



How Can You Help?
Buy products that have the Fairtrade symbol on.

Here are some of the products to look out for:

What Does Fairtrade Mean?
Some people make a living out of growing or 
making things to sell. The food and products 
are shipped all over the world. If the people 
are not paid a fair price, they cannot live 
well. Fairtrade is about paying a fair price 
for things that we buy.

Fairtrade

How Does Fairtrade Help?
• It gets better prices for crops.

• It provides better working 
conditions. 

• Extra money is given to communities.

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/topics/topics-organised-events/topics-organised-events-fairtrade-fortnight


Questions
1. Where are food and products shipped to? Tick one. 

   the world
   the UK
   England

2. If people are not paid a fair price they cannot... Tick one. 

   grow more
   survive
   live well

3. Extra money is given to… Tick one. 

   families
   farmers
   communities

4. How do you know if something is Fairtrade? Tick one. 

   It says Fairtrade.
   It has a Fairtrade symbol.
   It has a banana symbol.

5. Tick two Fairtrade products available to buy. 

   bananas
   bread
   water
   sugar

Fairtrade Reading Comprehension

visit twinkl.com

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/topics/topics-organised-events/topics-organised-events-fairtrade-fortnight
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I can... I am... I have...

I am lucky because...
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I can... I am... I have...

I am lucky because...

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________
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Describe the Scene!

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

slide hopscotch football

swings seesaw marbles

sandpit sandcastle skipping
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Describe the Scene!

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

seaside ice cream splashing

waves deckchair swimming

rubber ring sandcastle surfing
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Describe the Scene!

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

elephant polar bear penguin

zebra sealion monkey

crocodile dolphin parrot
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Describe the Scene!

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

fairground candy floss carousel

ghost train balloon food stall

rollercoaster ferris wheel hotdog


